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Then God said, “Let there be lights in the expanse of
the heavens to separate the day from the night, and
let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days
and years and let them be for lights in the expanse of
the heavens to give light on the earth”; and it was so.
And God made the two great lights, the greater light
[the Sun] to govern the day, and the lesser light [the
Moon] to govern the night;  [Genesis 1:14–16a]

And God saw all that He had made, and behold it was
very good. [Genesis 1:31]

Today we have a 29.53-day lunar month.1 However, many
ancient writings indicate that at one time there was a
30-day lunar month. Genesis 7:11, 7:24, and 8:3-4 tell us
that exactly 5 months elapsed during the first 150 days of
the flood. This suggests that the preflood Earth may have
had exactly 30 days in every month. 

Even after the flood, many early calendars still used a
30-day month. Ancient Egyptian astronomers divided the
year into three seasons, each with four 30-day months.
Then to achieve the known 365-day year, five days were
added at the end of the year.2 The Falsi calendar in Asia
Minor and India was similar.3 Also similar were the early
Greek and Syrian calendars, as well as the calendar estab-
lished in the 4th century B.C. by Seleucus Necator, one of
Alexander the Great’s generals. All of these calendars con-
sisted of 12 months, each with exactly 30 days. Then five
days were added to the end of the year to account for the
365-day year, and in some cases a sixth day was added
every four years to account for leap year.4

Later, Mesopotamia adopted a calendar with 29-day
months, which were called “hallow months” as well as
30-day months, called “full months.”5 The Greeks used a
similar calendar and also called the 30-day months “full
months” and the 29-day months “hallow months.”6

Perhaps, 30-day months were called “full” and shorter
months were “hallow,” because they believed at one time
all months were 30 days in length. 

References in the Vedic and classical Sanskrit texts give an
explanation why the length of a year and a month
changed. These manuscripts point to a “cosmic upheaval
in [the] remote past.” They explain that we used to have a
360-day year, but the Earth “underwent a total upheaval,”
and as a result “the Earth’s period of revolution round the
Sun in 360 days was changed to 365 days.” This also
caused the Moon to undergo a “serious perturbation,” and
“the period of lunation was very probably changed.”7 

Why did so many early cultures prefer a 30-day lunar
month, and why do some Vedic and Sanskrit texts refer to
drastic changes that altered the length of a year and the
lunar month? Perhaps they heard stories passed down
from Noah or one of his descendants. Noah lived 448
years after the flood, and his son Shem lived 500 years
after the flood. [See Figure 232 on page 494.] I imagine all
eight of the people on the Ark lived a long time and told
everyone they knew about the events of the flood and
what life was like before the flood. They also probably
helped establish calendars after the flood. If there was a
30-day month before the flood, it is very likely that this
was initially the length of a month used after the flood.

There is also evidence that rocky debris from the Earth
impacted the Moon recently, which could have caused the
“serious perturbation” that early Vedic and Sanskrit texts
claimed altered “the period of lunation.”7 The Apollo 17
astronauts discovered that the Moon has an extremely
thin atmosphere, about 10-14 that of Earth. These gases
come from several sources, but the relatively large amount
of oxygen probably comes from dissociated water vapor
that collided with the Moon. Today’s lunar atmosphere
may be a remnant of water from the flood. Ice recently
discovered on the moon falsifies theories on the Moon’s
evolution, but is consistent with the hydroplate theory.
The Moon is also much warmer than expected. [See “Hot
Moon,” Endnote 84 on page 103 and Endnote 69 on page
328.] This extra heat is likely due to the recent impacts
right after the flood. Finally, the tight clustering of lunar
craters and the fact they are located on the side of the
Moon facing the Earth indicates that the craters were
formed from impacts during a short period of time from
asteroids coming from the same direction. Furthermore,
these asteroids likely hit the side of the Moon that was
facing the Earth at the time. [See the caption for Figure
171 and Item 12 on page 317.] All of this physical
evidence points to the strong possibility that the Moon
was struck from debris that was recently launched from
the Earth.

Could these impacts have altered the Moon’s orbit,
changing it from a 30-day lunar cycle to the 29.53-day
lunar month we have today? Could this also explain why
the Moon’s orbit is slightly elliptical now? As discussed on
page 352, it is estimated that the Earth lost about 3% of its
mass when the fountains of the great deep erupted. How
much of this debris would have had to impact the Moon
to change its orbit to what we see today?

These questions are answered in the following calcula-
tions that show if only 1.22% of the debris launched from
the Earth hit the Moon, the lunar month would have
changed from exactly 30 days before the flood to the
29.53-day lunar month we have today. This would also
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have changed the Moon’s orbit from a circle to the slightly
elliptical shape we see today (eccentricity of 0.0549).1
Other key parameters for the Moon would also match
what we see today. [See Table 1 on page 7.]

Orbit of the Moon before the Flood

This analysis begins by specifying the initial conditions
for the Earth and the Moon before the flood. It is assumed
that the Earth lost about 3% of its mass during the flood,
and 1.22% of this mass impacted the Moon, increasing
the Moon’s mass. Therefore, the flood slightly altered the
mass of the Earth and Moon. The gravitational parameter,
μ, is equal to the gravitational constant, G, times the mass
of an object. Subscripts are used to indicate if the parame-
ters are for the Earth (E) or Moon (M). Subscripts also
designate whether a quantity is before the flood (BF) or
after the flood (AF).  

For small masses, like man-made satellites that orbit the
Earth, it is common to ignore the mass of the satellite
when calculating orbital parameters because their mass is
so much smaller than the mass they orbit. However, for
large bodies, like the Moon, calculations need to account
for the mass of the orbiting body. Therefore, the
combined gravitational parameter of the Earth and Moon
will be used for the analysis here.

It is also assumed that the Moon’s orbit was a perfect circle
before the flood, so its eccentricity was zero, and it had a
semimajor axis of 395,884 km. 

Finally, there were also 360 days in a year before the flood,
not the 365.242 days we have today. [See Endnote 34 on
page 181.]

Given these initial conditions, the velocity of the Moon’s
circular orbit and its period before the flood were,

To convert this period into days, this number must be
divided by 86,400, which is the number of seconds in one

day. Also, to account for the shorter length of a day before
the flood, it also needs to be multiplied by the ratio of
360/365.242.

This is called the sidereal period. It is the time required
for the Moon to travel 360° around the Earth and arrive at
the same point relative to the stars. However, because the
Earth moves relative to the Sun, the Moon has to revolve
more than 360° around the Earth between successive full
Moons (the definition of a synodic period, or lunar
month). If there were exactly 12 lunar cycles in a year
before the flood, the Earth would have moved 30° each
month around the Sun . As a result, the Moon would
have had to revolve an extra 30° around the Earth for each
lunar cycle. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Therefore, before the flood, the Moon would have had to
revolve 390° around the Earth to make one complete
lunar cycle, and the synodic period to have been 

which is what people on the Earth would have used to
determine the length of a month before the flood.

The Debris as It was Launched from the Earth

At the time of the flood, approximately 3% of the Earth’s
mass was launched into space. Some of that mass would
have had enough velocity to escape the Earth’s sphere of
influence and become comets and asteroids. A very small
percentage of this debris (1.22%) hit the Moon. For this
analysis it is assumed this mass was launched vertically
from the surface of the Earth by the fountains of the great
deep, with a velocity of 11.35 km/sec (equal to 7.05
miles/sec). 

In addition to this vertical velocity, the debris would also
have had an eastward velocity due to the Earth’s rotation.
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Figure 1:The synodic period required the Moon to revolve around the Earth
30 ° more than one complete revolution before the flood—or 390° total.
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The Earth rotates today 0.4651 km/sec at the equator.
Before the flood it would have been rotating slower,
resulting in 360 days in a year instead of 365.242 days. 

This mass would not necessarily have been launched near
the equator though. Debris would have been launched
from latitudes corresponding to those of today’s Mid-
Oceanic Ridge. Because the angle between Moon’s orbit
and the equatorial plane is 18.28° - 28.58°, the debris that
hit the Moon could have come from a range of latitudes.1
If the debris came from 28.58°, its eastward velocity would
have been

There is no way to know if the debris was launched with a
maximum eastward velocity of 0.4584 km/sec, a
minimum velocity of 0.4025 km/sec, or some intermedi-
ate value. For now, these calculations will assume the
maximum velocity of 0.4584 km/sec. Later it will be
shown that even if the minimum velocity was used, the
final numbers would not change much.

If the debris that impacted the Moon left the Earth from
the equator with an eastward velocity of 0.4584 km/sec
and a vertical velocity of 11.35 km/sec, it would have had
an equatorial orbit. Also, using the Pythagorean
Theorem, the magnitude of the debris’ velocity would
have been 11.35925 km/sec. This is consistent with the
estimated average velocity of approximately 11.2 km/sec
for trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) and irregular Moons
in Table 39, on page 573. 

Using this velocity magnitude, along with the gravita-
tional parameter of the Earth before the flood (mEBF), the
specific mechanical energy of the debris was calculated.
Here the subscript “D” is used to denote the debris’ orbit.
It is assumed that the Earth’s radius was the same before
the flood as it is now, 6378.137 km, and the mass lost at
the time of the flood still affected the departing debris.
This is why the calculations below use the gravitational
parameter before the flood, not after the flood.

This slightly positive specific mechanical energy indicates
the orbit was barely hyperbolic relative to Earth, meaning
the debris had just enough energy to escape the Earth’s
gravitational field (based on the standard definition that
potential energy is zero an infinite distance from Earth).

This allowed the semimajor axis of the debris’ orbit to be
found.

As expected for a hyperbolic orbit, the semimajor axis is
negative.

In order to calculate the debris’ eccentricity, the specific
angular momentum had to be found. This is simply the
distance the debris is from the center of the Earth times
the velocity in the horizontal direction, which in this case
is in the eastwardly direction found in Equation 8.

This parameter, p, for the debris’ orbit was then found. 

The parameter of an orbit is also equal to a(1 - e2), which
allows the eccentricity to be found.

As previously mentioned, this is just barely a hyperbolic
orbit, so the eccentricity should be just slightly greater
than one. 

The Debris when it arrived at the Moon

It is assumed the debris’ orbit can be treated as a two-body
problem as it travelled to the Moon, meaning the debris
was only affected by the Earth’s gravity until it reached the
Moon’s sphere of influence. Therefore, the specific energy
and eccentricity did not change.

Using the value for eD, found in Equation 10, the velocity
of the debris was calculated when it arrived at the Moon’s
distance from the Earth (395,884 km from Equation 3).
Notice, Equation 15 is the same as Equation 10; it is just
rewritten here to solve for velocity now that energy is
known. Also, the subscript “DM” denotes the debris’ posi-
tion, R, and velocity, V, when it arrived at the Moon. This

is the magnitude of the velocity vector, but the compo-
nents of the velocity vector are needed to determine how
the debris affected the Moon’s orbit. To find these compo-
nents, true anomaly and the flight path angle had to be
calculated first.
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True anomaly, n, is the angle from perigee to the position
vector. This was found using the solution to the two-body
equation of motion given in Equation 16.

Rewriting this to solve for true anomaly,

It is now easy to estimate the time it would take for the
debris to travel to the Moon. The debris was in a slightly
hyperbolic orbit (e = 1.000004), and it arrived at the
Moon’s sphere of influence with =179.388°. The travel
time can be accurately estimated as the time required to
travel from perigee to apogee (for an elliptical orbit (e
slightly less than 1.0). This elliptical orbit would have a
semimajor axis that was half the distance between the
Earth and Moon before the flood, or 197,942 km. Using
these values, it would take five days for the debris to reach
the Moon’s sphere of influence, and very shortly after that
it would impact the Moon.

The flight path angle, g, when the debris arrived at the
Moon’s sphere of influence was found next. This is the
angle of the velocity vector above the local horizon as
shown in Figure 2. The horizontal component of the
velocity vector is , and the vertical, or radial, compo-
nent of the velocity vector is . 

 can be found by taking the derivative of the solution to
the  two‐body equation of motion, given  in Equation 16.
Only  true  anomaly,  n,  changes.  The  parameter,  p,  and
eccentricity, e, would not change. Therefore, 

Referencing Figure 2, the flight path angle can be calcu-
lated using Equations 16 and 19.

This equation allows the flight path angle to be calculated
for the debris when it arrived at the Moon. As found in
Equation 14, the eccentricity of the debris’ orbit was
barely greater than 1.0, and from Equation 17, the true
anomaly of the debris when it reached the Moon’s
distance from the Earth was 179.388°. Therefore,

Using this value and the magnitude of the velocity vector,
found in Equation 15, the two components of the debris’
velocity were found when it was 395,884 km from the
Earth (the distance between the Earth and Moon before
the flood). Because these calculations assumed the debris
was in an equatorial orbit, the horizontal direction was
eastward, and there would have been no component of
the velocity vector in the northern or southern direction. 

Changes in the Moon’s Orbit

The Moon was also orbiting the Earth at this same
distance (395,884 km) with a velocity of 1.0247 km/sec,
found in Equation 4. The Moon was assumed to be in a
circular orbit, so there was no radial velocity. However,
the Moon did not just move eastward. Because the Moon
is inclined relative to the Earth’s equator between 18.28°
and 28.58°, its orbit is tipped on average 23.43° relative to
the equator (or out of the page if the Moon were shown in
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Figure 2:  Flight Path Angle,  g of the Debris when it arrived at the Moon.
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Figure 2).1 Therefore, the Moon would have been moving
eastward with a velocity of 0.9402 km/sec on average. 

Due to its inclination, the Moon would also have had an
average velocity component in the northern or southern
direction equal to 1.0247 sin (23.43°) = 0.4075 km/sec as
it crossed the equator.

Comparing Equations 22 and 23, notice the Moon would
have been moving much faster eastwardly than the debris
(0.9402 > 0.007386). This means the Moon would have
run into the debris, similar to what would happen if a few
boulders were softly tossed in front of a fast moving car.
These extremely large rocks reduced the Moon’s energy,
which would have dropped the Moon into a lower orbit
and decreased its period. It is relatively easy to calculate
exactly how the Moon’s velocity would have been changed
by the debris. Once the debris entered the Moon’s Sphere
of Influence (SOI), it is fair to assume that only the Moon
affected the debris’ orbit. Also, because gravity is a conser-
vative force, it is not necessary to determine the exact
orbit of the debris inside the Moon’s SOI. All that is
needed is to compare the total momentum of the debris
and Moon immediately before the debris entered the
Moon’s SOI and set this equal to the momentum of the
Moon after impact. 

Instead of using momentum as the product of mass and
velocity (mV), these calculations use mV, which is more
convenient and slightly more accurate. (Remember m is
the gravitational constant, G, times the mass of a body.)
The following calculations also use the assumptions listed
previously that 3% of the Earth’s mass was lost at the time
of the flood, and 1.22% of this mass impacted the Moon.
Therefore, 

Also, using m from Equation 1, the gravitational parame-
ter of the Moon after impact would be

Using these values for m, the velocity of the Moon after
the flood was found in Equation 25 to be 0.04605 km/sec
in the radial direction. 

In the eastern direction the Moon would have been
moving 0.91156 km/sec after impact. 

The Moon would have also been moving in the northern
(or southern) direction 0.39503 km/sec after impact. 

Using the Pythagorean Theorem, the magnitude of the
Moon’s velocity after impact was calculated from these
three components to be 0.99454 km/sec.

To summarize, three things changed for the Earth and
Moon at the time of the flood that affected the Moon’s
orbit: 

1. The Earth lost 3% of its mass, so 

2. The Moon’s mass changed very slightly when 1.22%
of the mass ejected from the Earth hit the Moon. As
calculated in Equation 25, mMAF = 4902.8 km/sec.

3. The Moon’s velocity changed as found in Equations
26 through 28.

As mentioned previously, when calculating the orbit for
large objects like the Moon, the gravitational parameters
of the two bodies need to be combined. Therefore, 

The steps to calculate the semimajor axis and eccentricity of
the Moon after the flood follow the exact same process
outlined in Equations 10 through 14. First, knowing the
new velocity of the Moon, and assuming its position did not
change immediately (R = 395,884 km from Equation 3),
the Moon’s specific mechanical energy after the flood
would be

This allows the semimajor axis of the Moon after the
flood to be found.

The specific angular momentum of the Moon after the
flood is simply the distance the debris is from the center
of the Earth times the velocity in the horizontal direction.
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In this case, the horizontal velocity of the Moon had an
eastwardly and northerly (or southerly) component found
in Equations 27 and 28. Using the Pythagorean Theorem,
the total horizontal velocity was found.  

The parameter, p, for the Moon’s orbit after the flood was
then found. 

Because p = a (1 - e2), the eccentricity of the Moon’s orbit
after the flood was 

From these values the Moon’s radius of perigee, RP, and
radius of apogee, RA, after the flood were calculated.

Also, the Moon’s sidereal period was found.

As explained previously, this is the time for the Moon to
travel 360° around the Earth. However, the Moon must
travel slightly farther in between successive full Moons.
Prior to the flood, the Moon had to move an extra 30° for
each lunar cycle. [See Figure 1.] Because the length of a
month today is 29.53 days, and the length of a year is
365.242 days, the Moon must now move an extra

today. Therefore, the Moon’s synodic period
after the flood should be

It is actually 29.53 days, which means these calculations
are only off by only 0.026 days or 37 minutes, with a
percent error of only 0.09%. Six other parameters describ-
ing the Moon’s orbit around the Earth are even closer to
the actual values. All seven of these numbers are all sum-
marized in Table 1. 

Validity of Assumptions

Now that the calculations are complete, before making
any conclusions, it is appropriate to look at the validity of

the assumptions made, and see how sensitive the final
answers were to the four most significant assumptions
made. Those assumptions were:

1. The debris that hit the Moon was launched from the
Earth at the equator.

2. The debris left the Earth with a vertical velocity of
11.35 km/sec.

3. The Earth lost 3% of its mass during the flood.
4. 1.22% of the mass ejected from the Earth hit the

Moon.

Let’s first look at the assumption made in Equation 8,
when it was assumed the debris that hit the Moon came
from the equator and had an eastward velocity of 0.4584
km/sec. The debris could have could have come as far
north (or south) as 28.58° latitude. If the calculations
above were repeated assuming the debris was launched
from the maximum latitude of 28.58° as shown in
Equation 9, the debris would have the slowest possible
eastward velocity of 0.4026 km/sec when it left Earth. In
this case the debris would have also been in an inclined
orbit, and the final numbers would be almost exactly the
same even if no other numbers were changed. For
example, the synodic period of the Moon after the flood
would be 29.501 days, instead of 29.504 days (found in
Equation 37). So this assumption had no real impact on
the final results.

It was also assumed the debris that impacted the Moon
was launched from the Earth with a vertical velocity of
11.35 km/sec. To measure the sensitivity to this assump-
tion, the calculations outlined here were duplicated with
many other vertical launch velocities. Without changing
any other numbers, as long as the velocity was between
11.26 km/sec (the minimum velocity sufficient to reach
the Moon) and 11.88 km/sec, the Moon’s orbit always
became more eccentric, and the lunar month was also
shorter than before the flood. Both of these changes are
consistent with what we see today. Also, velocities in this
range from 11.26 to 11.88 km/sec are consistent with the
values estimated in Table 39 on page 571. So, this assump-
tion was reasonable, and the final results were not affected
significantly by slight changes in the estimated velocity.

It was also assumed that the Earth lost 3% of its mass at
the time of the flood, and 1.22% of this mass impacted the
Moon. The first number was based on the two different
studies that estimated the mass of all the TNOs and has a
confidence of roughly + 1% (reference page 352 and
Footnote 136 on page 367). The second number was
selected to demonstrate that is very plausible that the
Moon’s orbit was altered during the flood even if only a
very small percentage of debris impacted the Moon.
Although 1.22% is a small number if the debris from the
flood was evenly distributed in a sphere radiating from
the surface of the Earth, we would only expect 0.7% of it
to impact the Moon.8 Never-the-less, 1.22% is still reason-
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able considering the debris was probably not uniformly
distributed and may have been more concentrated near
the Earth’s equator than at the poles. 

Conclusions

It is very likely the Moon was in a circular orbit with a 30-
day synodic period before the flood. Many ancient
writings suggest there was once a 30-day lunar month,
and there are physical characteristics on the Moon that
indicate the asteroids or comets that hit the Moon came

from the Earth. Furthermore, calculations show that if
only a very small percentage of debris launched by the
fountains of the great deep impacted the Moon, it could
have changed the lunar orbit to what we see today. The
calculated parameters of the Earth and Moon after the
flood are all very close to the known values today. Table 1,
compares seven of these calculated parameters with the
actual values. Notice, the calculated values are only off by
a fraction of a percent. On average the absolute values of
percent errors listed in Table 1 are only 0.031%! 

Based on this analysis, it seems very plausible that prior to
the flood the Moon had a circular orbit and a 30-day
synodic period. If only 1.22% of the mass ejected from the
Earth at the time of the flood impacted the Moon, it is
very reasonable that it would have altered the Moon’s
orbit, resulting in the orbit we see today.

At the end of the creation week, “God saw all that He had
made, and behold, it was very good.” [Genesis 1:31]
Although we are unable to truly appreciate how “very
good” the original creation was, we now can better
imagine how “very good” the preflood system was for
measuring time.
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Table 1. Comparison of Calculated Parameters and Actual Parameters for the Moon Today

Parameter Equation
Calculated

Value
Actual
Value

Error
Percent

Error
Earth’s Gravitational Parameter (km3/sec2) 28 398600.4 398600.4 0.0 0.00%
Moon’s Gravitational Parameter (km3/sec2) 24 4902.8 4902.8 0.0 0.00%
Moon’s Semimajor Axis (km) 31 384,514 384,400 114 0.03%
Moon’s Radius of Perigee (km) 35 363,396 363,300 96 0.04%
Moon’s Radius of Apogee (km) 35 405,632 405,500 132 0.03%
Moon’s Eccentricity 34 0.05492 0.05490 0.00002 0.04%
Moon’s Synodic Period (days) 37 29.504 29.53 -0.0260 -0.09%


